Easily create amazing
footage of yourself,
hands-free

No Piloting
Involved, at All

>>

Yes, Hexo+ flies itself. From the moment you
pick your camera movement everything
simply happens, automatically: Takeoff,
flight trajectory, landing and constant
framing are all taken care of, so you can
enjoy the moment, hands-free.

Create Awesome
Aerial Footage

>>

Hexo+ lets you create amazing videos of
yourself from above, with only a couple of
taps on your smartphone. We combined a
fast and responsive drone, a 3-axis gimbal,
predictive tracking algorithms and a camera
movement-packed mobile app to let you
produce beautiful, perfectly framed and
stabilized aerial images.

Perfect
Tracking

>>

Our proprietary framing and tracking
algorithm enables constant tracking and
framing stability. Hexo+ connects to your
phone via Bluetooth then uses data fusion
algorithms to establish your position based
on your GPS position and phone sensors.

Take it
Anywhere

>>

Born of action sports, we created a drone
as compact as possible, with removable
propellers, feet and gimbal to let you move
around freely. Designed for performance,
Hexo+ flies up to 45 mph - 70 km/h to keep
up with speedy descents and strong winds.
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Select your
camera
movement

Get the app
on your smart
phone

Easy
to Use

3
>>

Start the
action

From removing the need for a remote
control by using your smartphone, to
automated flight and framing, we refined
each and every detail of the experience to
make sure filming from the sky is actually
fun and easy, right out of the box.

Completely
Self-Flying
Our app makes automated
flight extremely simple. Take
off, flight and landing, all
happens with a simple tap
on your smartphone.

Built-in Camera Movements

Hexo+ app contains dozens of cinematic camera
movements created by motion picture experts.
Follow

360

Slide in/out

Hover

Slide sideways

Fly in/out

Hexo+ will follow
you and keep you
framed as you move.
Simply select the
relative position of
the camera.

Hexo+ will fly towards
you or away from you
while maintaining
a constant altitude.
A great dolly shot.

Hexo+ will slide along
an imaginary rail while
aiming at you. Wellsuited for awesome
backdrops.

Hexo+ will revolve
around you and
constantly frame
you—you decide
when it stops orbiting. It is the ultimate
aerial selfie.

Hexo+ will hover
steadily above you
and keep you framed
as you move. Perfect
above a jump for
instance.

Hexo+ will fly
upwards or
downwards while
framing you. Works
well to create a
dramatic reveal shot.

Product
Features
Futureproof: quarterly
app and firmware updates

Tool-free removable
props, feet and
gimbal

Durable design, fits on
your backpack

5-seconds battery
replacement

Over 80 Custom Camera
Movements

45

45 mph max speed

10 to 15 minutes
of flight time

RC Compatible

3-Axis gimbal, for state
of the art image
stabilization

Altitude tested,
16000ft+

GoPro® Compatible
(Hero 3, 3+, 4)

Automated failsafe
capabilities

Height: 244 mm w/ landing gear

Width: 435 mm w/o propellers

Weight: 1,7 kg including battery and gimbal

Length: 410 mm w/o propellers
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